John Murdoch wakes up to find himself guilty of a murder he doesn’t remember committing. Propelled by a phone call from a Dr. Daniel Schreber, Murdoch flees the crime scene in time to avoid detection. Murder travels the seedy underbelly of a city that seems to live in perpetual night, trying to solve the mystery of his amnesia as well as rescue the love of his life from this group of men who call themselves “the Strangers”. Along with telekinesis, an impossible town called Shell Beach, and an inspector called Bumstead, what could be stranger than that?
The humans are gone. All clues of their existence lie within the mountains of waste we left behind, from plastic to broken-down automobiles to rusted factories. The only one left is Wall-E, a solar-powered robotic garbage compactor whose only goal is to reorganize all the waste humans left behind to create an orderly space. Wall-E excels at his job, but Wall-E is lonely. Wall-E longs for companionship, someone to watch old films with. Then, one day....
DVD 12842 “Clockwork Orange”

If you love *Singing in the Rain*, or are an avid fan of Ludwig Beethoven, turn back now!! Well then, let’s travel to a futuristic London with Alex DeLarge, a sociopathic undertaker of violence. He and his droogs commit petty misdeeds that soon escalate into heinous crimes. The Golden Rule plays a particular rift in his unraveling as Alex is carted off to prison alone. Spineless droogs. But what’s waiting for him in prison is so terrible, you won’t be able to look away!
Wait 'til you see who they elected less than 500 years from now! "Average Joe" Bauer is selected to be a volunteer for an experiment that propels him into the future, due to government undersight. Founds centuries later in a stasis pod, he wakes up to find that America has been overtaken by stupidity-ness! And to top it all off, the President of the United State is ---------------!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
It’s the year 2055 and it’s just what you’d expect. Depicted as a very possible prediction of the future based on current human behavior. We join an unnamed archivist intent on pin-pointing the exact turning point that led to the downfall of humanity, looking through a compilation of news clippings and personal documentaries. 2055 is a long time coming…. And it’s already here.
DVD 1466 “The Fifth Element”

Starring as the sci-fi version of John McClane, Korben Dallas is a retired Special Forces major who is given the incredible mission of saving the planet Earth from total annihilation!

Also, Chris Tucker in leopard-print body-suit and toilet roll hair!
Keanu Reeves plays an addict who is actually an undercover cop trying to infiltrate the drug underworld. “Bob Arctor” doing a bang-up job at investigating, becomes more addict than cop, slowly losing his mind the game of the drug underworld and Substance D.

Also Starring: Robert Downey Jr., Woody Harrelson
After a major energy crisis, coupled with a nuclear war that went global, the world became a vacant lot to the terrible and power-hungry. Survivors scraped by with food and fuel, killing each other for their share. An ex-police officer, Mad Max, rides through the wasteland with his dog looking for fuel, food, and water. But he's coming on empty as even the world's reserves are being all used up and everyone's fighting for what's left. Betcha wish you had a hybrid right about now, huh, Maxy?